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Abstract

Taking a lead from existing typologies of actions in the philo-
sophical and cognitive science literatures, we present a novel
taxonomy of actions. To promote a notion of epistemic agency
we distinguish theoretical (mental state-directed) from practi-
cal (world-directed) actions. Our basic structural unit is that of
a teleological frame, which spans one specific goal of an agent.
Relative to a given teleological frame, actions can be classi-
fied as focal (directed towards the end) or ancillary (directed
towards a means). The framework is applied to further illumi-
nate previous attempts to distinguish between pragmatic and
epistemic actions (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). Physical actions
that substitute or support mental processes are re-classified as
practical ancillary actions that are strategically contingent al-
ternatives to theoretical actions.

Keywords: Action theory; basic actions; practical vs. theoret-
ical actions; epistemic agency

Introduction
Cognitive science researchers routinely use the terms ‘action,’

‘act,’ ‘agent’ and ‘agency’ but rarely reflect upon this usage.

Technical discourse often imports concepts from everyday

language, which then develop a terminological double-life:

General constructs (e. g., visual perception, memory, atten-

tion, etc.) and more specialized variants (visual short-term

memory, mental model, top-down control) coexist both in-

formally, with intended meanings identical or close to their

natural-language origins, and also in more narrow, technical

and operationalized meanings, typically when becoming top-

ical in some research effort. Surprisingly, there does not yet

seem to exist any precise and universally accepted definition

of the notions of action and agency.

Actions are the vehicle of rationality that link theoretical

ideas and insights to real-world consequences. Without the

ability to act on the basis of goals and beliefs, no mathemati-

cal proof or empirical finding would ever matter to anything.

Given the centrality of the concept of agency for explanations

of behavior and a rich tradition of manifold discussions about

the nature of human rationality, it is startling that there is little

consensus about the types of actions that humans principally

engage in. We believe that it is time to clarify certain ambi-

guities and replace some common-sense notions by a more

comprehensive taxonomy of actions. Although these efforts

are mainly conceptual in nature, we trust that our framework

will be of value to the wider cognitive science community.

An attempt to illuminate the nature of human agency is

particularly pressing in the context of recent advances in phi-

losophy that aim to “radically reconfigure our image of ratio-

nality” (Clark, 2001, p. 121). The ubiquitous use of tools and

gestures feeds philosophical arguments suggesting that many

elements of the external world (e. g., body parts, interactive

devices and informational artifacts) ought to be viewed as in-

tegral parts of cognition, rather than mere media for modified

inputs and outputs (Clark & Chalmers, 1998). Clark (2003)

even claims that we are living cyborgs, routinely wearing and

relying on cognitive prostheses.

Such views are no surprise to empiricists. In fact,

most real-world problem solving recruits external tools and

achieves its goals through an intricate process of interac-

tion with the physical environment. When solving arithmetic

problems, people spontaneously distribute memory demands

over internal and external resources (e. g., Cary & Carlson,

2001) and spontanteoulsy employ their hands and other avail-

able resources to rearrange, add and count items (Carlson,

Avraamides, Cary, & Strasberg, 2007; Neth & Payne, 2001).

Continued reliance of experienced pilots on external markers

to track current control states (Hutchins, 1995) shows that ex-

ternal aids are not just cognitive crutches for novices. On a

lower level, research on so-called ‘active vision’ (e. g., Find-

lay & Gilchrist, 2003) supports the view that agents continu-

ally sample their environments, rather than constructing com-

plex internal representations.

To account for these phenomena, cognitive science has

seen a recent upsurge in approaches that try to cross the tra-

ditional divide between thought and action by mapping the

close connections between mental processes and the environ-

ments in which they are situated (e. g., Lave, 1988; Suchman,

1987; Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000; Neth et al., 2007).

Despite differences in emphasis and labels, their common de-

nominator is that the embodied and embedded nature of cog-

nition fundamentally informs our notion of human agency.

Cognition is adaptive in two complementary but distinct

ways: On one hand, the cognitive system adapts itself to the

structure of its environment to transcend its inherent limita-

tions (e. g. of attention and memory). On the other hand,

cognitive systems exhibit a pervasive tendency to adapt and

structure their environments in service of their goals.

Although the world also affects the agent (mediated by var-

ious sensors), we would not regard this as a form of agency,

as it would seem esoteric to regard the world as an agent pur-

suing an agenda. Yet there is an interesting type of action that

occurs whenever agents act to change their own mental state

rather than the world. We will call this a theoretical action
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and argue that this concept is not an oxymoron, but an in-

dispensable piece in the puzzle of predicting and explaining

human behavior.

Our distinction between practical and theoretical actions

bears close resemblance to the distinction between pragmatic

and epistemic actions that was introduced in the context of

the popular videogame Tetris (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). To ac-

count for the fact that players often prefer to rotate a falling

Tetris piece (or ‘zoid’) manually rather than mentally the au-

thors define epistemic actions as physical actions that im-

prove cognition by facilitating or reducing the need for in-

ternal computations.

While we emphatically embrace the pioneering work by

Kirsh and colleagues, we believe that their chosen terminol-

ogy is unfortunate. First, the series of papers that pursued

and elaborated the basic distinctions shows some termino-

logical drift, with non-pragmatic actions being labeled, in

turn, ‘perceptive actions’ (Kirsh & Maglio, 1992), ‘epistemic

actions’ (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Maglio & Kirsh, 1996),

‘complementary strategies’ (Kirsh, 1995a), or simply ‘inter-

active skill’ (Maglio, Matlock, Raphaely, Chernicky, & Kirsh,

1999). Given this variety of terms, it is tempting to wonder

whether several possible distinctions are not being blurred.

Using the term ‘pragmatic’ to denote actions that bring an

agent physically closer to its goal invites further misunder-

standings. Increasing the efficiency of some process through

epistemic actions can seem rather “pragmatic”. Both senses

of the term used here are still different from the meaning of

pragmatics in other disciplines, e. g., linguistics—not to men-

tion the philosophical tradition of pragmatism that has influ-

enced psychology as well (Schön, 1983).

Additional problems stem from a clash of different concep-

tual traditions. Kirsh and Maglio (1994) are careful to em-

phasize that their epistemic actions are external and physical
actions. Yet the term ‘epistemic’ evokes almost the opposite

connotation in philosophical or AI contexts (e. g., Baltag &

Moss, 2004) that exclusively wonder about belief revisions

and internal updates of an agent’s informational state.

Terminological heritage can be the source of apparent para-

doxes. Pragmatic actions traverse the problem space towards

a goal state. But if a problem consists in mentally comput-

ing the solution to an arithmetic problem, all steps towards

reaching a solution would seem rather “epistemic.” Similarly,

while epistemic actions aim to reduce cognitive complexity,

their intended object remains unclear. Any real-world ‘prob-

lem’ emerges only through the interaction of an agent’s men-

tal state (perceptions, beliefs, goals) and the external environ-

ment. To change the computational constraints of the task,

an epistemic agent acts upon its environment (e. g., rotates a

Tetris piece) and alters the environment in accordance with

its goal (to recognize a piece’s shape). But why would this
not also count as an instance of successfully traversing the

physical problem space, i. e., a “pragmatic” action?

The situation that pragmatic actions can sometimes seem

epistemic and epistemic actions are somewhat pragmatic cre-

ates an epistemically confusing state of affairs. We believe

that the issue is conceptual in nature and rooted in the lack of

a consistent theory of agency in contemporary cognitive sci-

ence. The present paper attempts to remedy this situation by

making and defending the following claims:

1. Actions can only be analyzed in reference to a specific goal

and agent.

2. Agents can act to change their mental states. Such theoret-

ical actions are ubiquitous and non-mysterious.

3. Explicating an action’s goal imposes a teleological frame
upon the act of analysis and induces a hierarchical distinc-

tion between focal and ancillary actions.

4. By clarifying conceptual issues concerning the embodied

and embedded nature of cognition our taxonomy of ac-

tions provides a novel and valuable contribution to recent

debates in cognitive science.

Motivation
Imagine two students taking part in a cognitive science exper-

iment that involves playing the videogame Tetris.1 By par-

ticipating in the experiment, the students earn course credit.

Although the subjects’ behavior could potentially be charac-

terized in purely physical or physiological terms (e. g., by

recording muscular activity, direction of gaze, and galvanic

skin responses), the Method section of an experimental report

typically describes the task in terms of the subjects’ goals and

actions. Thus, any description of ‘what the subjects are do-

ing’ is already cast in the jargon of agency.

(A) A cooperative subject. Subject A is sitting in front of

a computer screen, dealing with the falling pieces one at a

time by identifying the pieces (sometimes pressing buttons

to rotate them into a standard orientation) and monitoring

the available positions in the growing wall at the bottom of

the screen, and by moving the pieces to an appropriate place

speedily by pressing buttons quickly, such as to achieve a high

score. At the end of the experiment, A obtains credit for her

participation, which makes up part of the requirements for a

course she is taking to graduate with a college degree.

(B) An uncooperative subject. Subject B is also sitting

in front of a computer screen, sometimes pressing buttons

such as to move pieces in some vaguely reasonable way. He

spends some of the time calling a friend to make plans for the

evening, writing down the number of a cinema mentioned by

his friend. Later he calls that number in order to reserve tick-

ets. At the end of the experiment, B, like A, gets credit for his

participation, which he, too, ultimately needs for his degree.

Analysis
By relating our examples to the philosophical literature on

agency we can identify major challenges for a taxonomy of

actions.

1Against a recent trend in philosophical action theory, we steer
clear of involved examples of, e.g., Martians zapping people with
“M-rays” (Mele, 2000).
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What is being done? Throughout the lab session, both sub-

jects are participating in an experiment, playing Tetris, earn-

ing course credit, and leading their student life. Exactly half

way through the session, A may be pressing the “→” key to

rotate the current piece clockwise by 90◦ in order to identify

it, while B may be scribbling down the digit “7” while paying

scant attention to the current piece. The more global descrip-

tions just mentioned remain true also at that point in time.

But what are the students doing, really? While some lines of

research point to basic units of 3 s duration (Land, Mennie,

& Rusted, 1999), an activity-theoretic approach (Engeström,

2000) emphasizes larger units of analysis, viz., activities con-

stituted by actions. The question “what is being done”, aimed

at the action level, may be a red herring.

How can actions be classified? Some classifications of ac-

tions are intrinsic, whereas others are extrinsic. Consider B’s

action of scribbling down a digit. By identifying this action

as that of scribbling down the digit “7,” the action’s criterion

of success is given intrinsically: The action is successful if

and only if B has afterwards recorded a “7.” If he fails (e.g.,

because his pencil breaks), he will only have tried. Success

or failure are contingent (even though success is implied by

descriptions ex post), but the criterion of success is internally
related to the action (Wright, 1963, p. 116): the action and its

criterion of success form a conceptual unity.

On the other hand, many classifications of actions are ex-
trinsic, relying on the identification of an ascribed goal. E.g.,

whether B’s action is seen as a means (e.g., for planning his

evening) or as an end (setting the goal to be the recording of

a digit) depends on which goal is invoked. The necessity or

contingency of an action as a means is similarly goal-relative,

as are classifications of an action as adaptive or non-adaptive,

or as rational or irrational. Thus, it makes little sense to ask

whether A or B act more rationally overall. With respect to

the goal of playing Tetris, A handles the available resources

better, while B diverts his attention by making a phone call.

With respect to leading a life, however, B might appear to be

more rational in not expending unneccessary energy on the

Tetris task and using the time to cultivate his social ties.

How to identify “the right” level of description? What

the subjects are doing can thus be described variously, de-

pending on the goals attributed to them, and agents are not

limited to having exactly one goal at any given time (Thomp-

son, 2008). Agents’ goals are ordered hierarchically. The

goals invoked in describing what A is doing can be linearly
ordered: She is pressing a button in order to rotate the current

piece, in order to complete a row speedily, in order to get a

high score, in order to participate in the experiment, in order

to obtain course credit, and so forth. For B, the correspond-

ing hierarchical structure is only a partial ordering: E. g., he

is not writing down the digit in order to participate in the ex-

periment, but rather in order to plan his evening.

The fact that actions must be viewed with respect to a spe-

cific goal—and can thus be classified variously—motivates a

quest for a preferred, natural, or even metaphysically funda-

mental level of “basic actions” (Danto, 1965). Unfortunately,

any attempt to define actions in terms of bodily movements,

which might single out the movements of the limbs as the

elements of “the real” action hierarchy, falls flat.

Action as bodily movement? Undoubtedly there exists

bodily movement without action (e.g., in reflexes or instinc-

tive behavior). Reversely, action does not necessarily involve

bodily motion, as witnessed by actions of refraining and by

our proposed type of theoretical actions.

Refraining from doing something can be a real action with-

out bodily motion. This is most obvious in cases in which the

act of refraining requires active resistance from temptation, or

in which it has moral consequences, as in the debate about ac-

tive vs. passive euthanasia, or killing vs. letting die (Bennett,

1989). Structurally, however, refrainings are actions no mat-

ter what is at stake (Belnap, Perloff, & Xu, 2001, Chap. 9).

A different type of actions not necessarily involving bod-

ily motion are actions whose criterion of success is a change

of an agent’s mental state. Such actions are routinely inves-

tigated in cognitive science research, e.g., when subjects are

asked to complete theoretical tasks such as counting to pro-

duce cognitive load. Open issues remain, however,2 as cer-

tainly not all cognitive processes are under active control.

E.g., forming a belief appears not to be an action,3 and the

same seems to be true generally for perception.4

Acting as homeostasis? The primary purpose of action

may be seen in maintaining a certain homeostatic equilib-

rium. On such a view, whenever an agent experiences some

relevant internal equilibrium as disturbed, she acts in order

to reduce and overcome the discrepancy until equilibrium is

reestablished. This view captures some important aspects of

agency: First, an agent is typically motivated by a perceived

discrepancy between the actual and a desired state of affairs

(action as problem-based). Secondly, agency is always di-

rected towards achieving some goal (intentional structure).

And thirdly, both the motivational trigger for starting an ac-

tion and the signal for its termination depend upon the agent’s

subjective cognitive state (e.g., on his beliefs) rather than

objective facts (epistemological uncertainty). A specific in-

stance of the homeostasis view is reflected in the belief-

desire-intention (BDI) model of agency popular in computer

science and AI. Here, the emphasis on belief reflects the epis-

temological uncertainty of agency, the intentional structure is

directly represented, and the problem-based aspect of agency

is catered for by desires playing the role of percieved devia-

tions from an equilibrium situation.5

2Cf. the critical discussion of the distinction between what he
calls “overt” vs. “mental” actions in Mele (1997).

3Cf. the large discussion following Williams’s (anti-voluntarist)
article “Deciding to believe” in Williams (1973).

4A useful formal criterion for agentiveness is provided by the
“stit paraphrase thesis” (Belnap et al., 2001, p. 7).

5Cf. Georgeff, Pell, Pollack, Tambe, and Wooldridge (1999), for
a critical discussion.
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While this homeostatic view is useful on some general

level, an adequate theory of agency must take a number of

additional aspects into account. On the motivational layer,

intentions, plans and policies can be distinguished (Bratman,

1999). Furthermore, the contingency of action needs to be

taken into account, both metaphysically (as something the

agent need not have done),6 with respect to an action’s suc-

cess, and with respect to alternative courses of action making

room for strategic rationality in the choice of means.

Which goals? Which goals are available for the descrip-

tion of an agent’s actions? Must the agent actually have those

goals, or even be conscious of having them? This seems

wrong. A change in point of view seems always possible,

and even the agent herself may benefit from conceptualizing

her current and future actions with respect to a hypothetical

goal—e.g., in considering whether to endorse that goal.

Thus we submit that the choice of a level of description

(the choice of a goal relative to which an agent’s actions are

described) should in the first instance be viewed as a tool of

analysis (available to the agent herself too), and not a matter

of “getting things right.” That said, it can still be illuminating

to describe an agent’s actions with respect to different goals.

A Taxonomy of Actions

Our taxonomical framework, employing three dimensions of

categorization, leads to a taxonomical table with six entries.

Practical vs. theoretical actions. As mentioned, an action

is internally related to its criterion of success specifying some

change of the given situation.7 That change can pertain ei-

ther to the agent’s internal state or to the environment. As

a first, intrinsic taxonomical dimension, actions pertaining to

a change in the agent’s internal state we call theoretical ac-
tions, while actions pertaining to the agent’s environment we

call practical actions.

Focal vs. ancillary actions. Relative to a presupposed tele-
ological frame F = 〈α,γ〉 specifying the agent α and a goal

γ, we will call the action whose criterion of success is to re-

alize γ the focal action relative to F , while any subordinate

action will be called ancillary actions. All ancillary actions

are temporally contained within the given focal action, but

the reverse is not necessarily true: Some actions may be per-

formed within the temporal scope of a focal action, but may

lie outside the hierarchy of actions introduced via F .

Necessary vs. contingent ancillary actions. Apart from

the metaphysical and success-related contingency of actions,

for ancillary actions (thus, presupposing a teleological frame)

there is a classificatory dimension of necessity vs. contin-

gency with respect to the availability of alternative means:

Sometimes the means for a given goal are fixed, but usually

6At least on a libertarian account of agency. Cf. Kane (2002) for
an overview of the philosophical discussion on the free will problem.

7More appropriately, the criterion specifies a transition (Belnap
et al., 2001, p. 192). We will not press this technical point here.

there is room for strategic variation. There is, as they say,

more than one way to skin a cat. Non-necessary ancillary ac-

tions for which an alternative is available we call contingent.

Overview. Summing up, our taxonomical scheme assumes

a given teleological frame F and classifies actions into one of

six categories:

focal ancillary

necessary contingent

theoretical 1 3 5

practical 2 4 6

All these categories are present in our introductory examples.

First, take FB = 〈B,P〉, where P is B’s goal of planning the

evening, which specifies a theoretical focal action (1). Rel-

ative to FB, his getting up and having breakfast may be a

necessary practical ancillary action (4), while recalling the

day of the week may be a necessary theoretical ancillary ac-

tion (3). Secondly, take FA = 〈A,T 〉, where T is A’s goal of

getting a high score in Tetris, which specifies a practical fo-

cal action (2). Relative to FA, her mentally rotating a falling

Tetris piece may be a contingent theoretical ancillary action

(5), while pressing the → key to physically rotate the piece

may be a contingent practical ancillary action (6).

Applications
This paper focuses on the development of conceptual struc-

ture and thus contains neither empirical data nor computer

models. In our view, a lucid understanding of the conceptual

basis of agency is a precondition for deeper theoretical un-

derstanding. Collecting data and developing formal models

to substantiate and diversify the conceptual account is a natu-

ral next step in our research agenda, but beyond the scope of

this paper. Here, we will show the usefulness of our approach

by shedding light on the distinction between pragmatic and

epistemic actions that has been discussed in the Introduction.

Re-conceptualizing epistemic actions. The simple duality

of pragmatic vs. epistemic actions is problematic and confus-

ing because it lacks (or leaves implicit) information on each

of our three levels of analysis:

• Kirsh and colleagues do not explicitly develop a hierarchi-

cal account of actions like we do in our notion of teleolog-

ical frames. The potential paradoxes mentioned above (of

pragmatic actions sometimes seeming epistemic, and epis-

temic actions appearing to be pragmatic) result from os-

cillating between focal and ancillary actions, i. e., viewing

epistemic actions simultaneously as means to global ends

(playing Tetris), means to mental subgoals (identifying a

piece’s shape), and ends in themselves on an even smaller

scale (rotating a piece).

• The goal of epistemic actions is to change some aspect of

the world, i. e., they are practical actions. However, they

do so in the service of a theoretical action (identifying a

piece’s shape).
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theoretical action:
identify shape

theoretical action:
rotate mentally

epistemic action

practical action:
rotate physically

alternative actions 

ancillary to ancillary to

practical action:
place piece

ancillary to

Figure 1: The complex structure of an epistemic action.

• An essential aspect of epistemic actions is that they are

non-necessary. A practical action is only called ‘epis-

temic’ if its use is strategic, under the discretion of the

agent, and there exists an alternative theoretical action

(e. g., mental rotation).

The conceptual distinctions provided by our framework cap-

ture epistemic actions as contingent ancillary practical ac-
tions in the service of focal theoretical actions (i. e., actions of

type 6 in the service of type 1 actions). More specifically, pos-

tulating an epistemic action presupposes a teleological frame

F and thus, an agent with a goal. Relative to F , an action

in a given concrete situation is called epistemic if and only

if it fulfills the following three conditions (cf. Figure 1): (1)

The action is ancillary, i.e., its criterion of success is not the

fulfillment of goal of F , but of some subgoal. (2) The action

is practical, i.e., it involves actively manipulating the agent’s

environment, involving bodily motion by the agent. (3) There

is an alternative course of action available in which the action

would be replaced by a theoretical action.

It needs to be emphasized that, regardless of similarities in

semantic connotations, such epistemic actions are fundamen-

tally different from our category of theoretical actions. Epis-

temic actions are subordinate practical actions performed in

the service of theoretical actions. Of course, any theoretical

action that triggered this optional ancillary practical action

may itself be ancillary with respect to some higher-level focal

action, e. g., that of achieving a high score in Tetris, obtaining

course credit, or leading a good life.

Our framework also reveals that Kirsh and Maglio (1994)’s

pragmatic actions can be viewed as alternative practical ac-

tions within the same focal frame as the epistemic action

(e. g., press a key to drop a piece to the bottom, rather than ro-

tating it to identify its shape) or as actions on a super-ordinate

level that would define a new focal frame (complete a row in

the Tetris board). This ability to shift focal frames within the

class of pragmatic actions illustrates that the hierarchical level

must be defined as an independent dimension.

In conclusion, we agree with Kirsh and colleagues that

epistemic actions are intriguing phenomena that merit close

theoretial and empirical scrutiny. However, as apparent

antonyms to pragmatic actions they easily give rise to con-

ceptual confusion. We therefore propose to supplement the

duality of pragmatic vs. epistemic actions by a more detailed

account of epistemic agency that incorporates the distinctions

between focal vs. ancillary actions, practical vs. theoretical

actions, and necessary vs. contingent actions. It would be

regrettable if the notion of epistemic actions—by conflicting

with traditional terminology and criss-crossing various cate-

gory boundaries of our taxonomy—actually hindered further

exploration and understanding of theoretical actions.

Conclusion
With respect to our introductory claims we conclude:

1. Any assessment of the rationality, behavioral adaptiveness

or strategic optimization (e. g., performing a task as quickly

and accurately as possible) presupposes a taxonomy of ac-

tions. Insight into the relativization of action descriptions

with respect to teleological frames allows for a resolution

of a number of puzzles concerning rationality, e. g., how

‘one and the same thing,’ (like making a phone call during

a game of Tetris) can be both rational and irrational.

2. Theoretical actions are ubiquitous and non-mysterious ac-

tions through which an agent aims to change its mental

state. The notion of a theoretical action is compatible with

the extended mind hypothesis and an embodied and em-

bedded view of cognition. In cases in which entities out-

side a person’s skin and skull make up part of her cogni-

tive set-up, manipulation of these entities properly counts

as theoretical, showing that our taxonomy is not tied to a

naı̈vely biologistic understanding of agency.

3. Actions can only be analyzed in reference to a teleological
frame specifying a specific agent and goal. Such a frame

induces a distinction between focal and ancillary actions,

which is always relative, but non-arbitrary.

4. Our taxonomy can be fruitfully applied to recent issues

in cognitive science. We have demonstrated this by re-

analyzing the distinction between pragmatic vs. epistemic

actions (e. g., Kirsh & Maglio, 1994) and giving a detailed

account of the conceptual challenges that face any such

classificatory scheme. According to our taxonomy, epis-

temic actions are contingent ancillary practical actions in

the service of focal theoretical actions.

Future directions. Having provided an initial indication of

the usefulness of our framework, here is a list of further issues

that will be addressed in future research:

• Would a taxonomy of actions benefit from additional func-
tional distinctions? Interesting candidates for further dis-

tinctions include actions to create and maintain spatial

arrangements that simplify choice, perception or inter-

nal computation (Kirsh, 1995b); or actions that are used

specifically in the service of planning or learning (Neth &

Payne, 2002).

• Are all types of actions equal, or are there certain priv-

iledged types of actions? Current research in the area of

immediate interactive behavior discusses conflicting hy-

potheses about the currency that governs behavioral trade-
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offs. For instance, whereas a minimal-memory view sug-

gests that memory resources are used more sparingly than

perceptual-motor processes (Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, &

Rao, 1997), the soft-constraints hypothesis (Gray, Sims,

Fu, & Schoelles, 2006) argues that adaptive organisms aim

to optimize the overall time-on-task, rather than any partic-

ular resource.

• Similarly, is there a priviledged level of action, e. g., at the

so-called unit-task level (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983)?

• How does a theoretical taxonomy of actions relate to prac-

tical approaches of cognitive tasks analysis? An applied

goal of our conceptual framework consists in informing

current approaches of cognitive task analysis. For instance,

it would be conceivable to inform the choice of opera-

tor types when reconstructing tasks within a CPM-GOMS

framework (Gray, John, & Atwood, 1993).

In addition to conceptual investigations, striving for a uni-

fying theory of human agency will require the combination

of empirical studies and computer models. Given the length

of our list and the current status of the field—and perhaps

fortunately for the future prospects of both philosophers and

empirical scientists—there appears to be no shortage of theo-

retical or practical problems anytime soon.
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